Summer Safety On Wheels
“Wheeling Around” Word Wall

Helmet Design Challenge

Create a scenic word wall to reinforce children’s knowledge of
safety signs and rules. Have students brainstorm a list of safety words related to wheel activities (including words for safety
gear, such as helmet and kneepads). Then invite them to
illustrate bulletin board paper with a park scene illustrated
with paths. Next, ask them to design and cut out skateboards
and roller blades, leaving space on their creations to write
safety-related words. Have children attach their labeled
cutouts to the scene. Encourage them to refer to the word
wall in class discussions, writing exercises, and other activities
related to safety on wheels.

To set students’ critical and creative thinking
in motion, challenge them to design and draw
a safety helmet for their preferred wheel activities. Next, ask them to write about the safety
features of their helmets and then share these
ideas with the class.

Boo-Boo Graph
No matter how safe children are
while they are wheeling around,
cuts and bruises may still happen. Create a graph with the
headings “Bicycle,” “Roller
Blades,” “Skateboard,” and
“Scooter.” Poll students to find out how many have experienced a tumble or two from these activities. Have them affix
an adhesive bandage in the column for each scrape received
for each activity. Then use the graph to compare the number
of boo-boos per activity to determine which one involved the
most mishaps, and to find the average number of boo-boos for
all of the wheel activities. Conclude by reviewing with your
class the basic care for minor injuries, such as cleaning cuts
with soap and water, applying first-aid cream, and protecting
them with an adhesive bandage.
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Use this game along with the acronym AROUND to
help children learn the basic safety rules for riding.
Copy the sentences for AROUND (see reproducible below) on chart paper. Also, cut each sentence into separate slips of paper, fold the papers,
and put them in a bicycle helmet. Gather students
in a circle and review the safety rules. Then explain
that you will play a selection of music as students
pass the helmet around the circle. When the music
stops, the child holding the helmet removes a slip
of paper and reads the rule. If the rule matches the
first rule on the chart, A, the child attaches it next
to the A. If the rule does not match, the child
returns the folded paper to the helmet and
play resumes. Play continues in this
manner until children match all the
safety rules, in sequence, to the
acronym on the chart. When
completed, lead students in a choral
reading of the rules. Students can use the reproducible as a bookmark or hang it in a convenient
place as a reference tool.

✃
N Never ride double.
D Don’t ride at night.

Around and Around.

A Always wear a helmet.
R Ride on the right side.
O Obey traffic signs.
U Use hand signals.

Use with

Use this acronym to help
remember the basic safety rules
for riding AROUND on your
favorite wheels:

Know the
Rules

MINI REPRODUCIBLE

Around and Around

